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They believe that they cannot perform
only a single task at a time without
being bored to death.”Rewired advances
a pedagogy that builds upon students’
familiarity and ease with technology
and argues that teachers must adapt to
students’ new technology-driven learn-
ing styles.Rosen’s pedagogy implicitly
accepts the ‘Extrovert Ideal.’Cain offers
a somewhat more nuanced critique of
where this technology is leading us.
Early inQuiet,Cain observes that under
the influence of such self-help guides
as Dale Carnegie’s books on public
speaking“America had shifted from…
a Culture of Character to a Culture of
Personality—and opened up a Pandora’s
Box of personal anxieties from which
we would never quite recover.”The
“serious, disciplined, and honorable”
self was replaced by the“bold and
entertaining” self that functioned as a
performer.The internal values of duty,
work, reputation and integrity were
superseded by more external qualities
such as attractiveness, forcefulness and
dominance. (I would note that today’s
media-driven Culture of Celebrity has
ramped up not just the desire to be fas-
cinating and forceful but the attendant
anxieties that bedevil these desires.)
Concern with how one appears to oth-
ers and the efficacy of one’s social per-
formance inevitably drew many into
insecurity and neuroses.But this is
hardly new and was recognized, though
perhaps not in the same terms,by
EdithWharton who in her TheAge of
Innocence depicts herWall Street bankers
and lawyers as men of character,who“
in business matters …exacted a limpid
and impeccable honesty.” When the
speculator Beaufort fails his associates
are shocked—schadenfreude not with-
standing—at his recklessness with
clients’money.Today he’d be deemed
too big to fail and receive a government
bailout.Wharton,nonetheless, foresaw
the arrival of the Culture of Personality
that disturbs Cain.
Cain points out that “if we assume that
quiet and loud people have roughly the
same number of good (and bad) ideas,
then we should worry if the louder and
more forceful people always carry the
day”where“bad ideas prevail while
good ones get squashed.”She goes on
to note that “studies in group dynamics
suggest that this is exactly what hap-
pens.” Recent studies have begun
to show that organizing groups into
“brainstorming sessions”where every-
one must contribute ideas without
encountering criticism (“all ideas are
equal, but, let’s face it, some ideas are
more equal than others”) don’t produce




Susan Cain,Quiet:The Power of Introverts in aWorld
That Can’t StopTalking (Crown Publishers, 2012).
Larry D.Rosen,Ph.D., et al,Rewired:Understanding
the iGeneration and theWayThey Learn
(Palgrave MacMillan,2010).
Quiet and Rewired examine contemporarysocial trends from certainly contrasting, ifnot opposing,perspectives.For Cain,
Americans“live with a value system that [she calls]
the Extrovert Ideal—the omnipresent belief that the
ideal self is gregarious, alpha, and comfortable in the
spotlight…prefer[ring] action to contemplation,
risk-taking to heed-taking, certainty to doubt.”Quiet
presents the case for that significant cohort of the
population—perhaps as many as a third or more—
that performs better in solitude and concentrated
attention.For Rosen,“human beings are multitaskers
… iGeners reign supreme in their belief that they can
juggle more tasks than once thought humanly possible.
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productivity. In a January 30,2012
NewYorker article“Groupthink,” John
Lehrer summarizes the origins of brain-
storming and the empirical research that
tested its premises.While“brainstorming
seems like an ideal technique, a feel-
good way to boost productivity,… it
doesn’t work.”Researchers consistently
found that groups instructed to debate
ideas “allow[ed] people to dig below
the surface of the imagination and come
up with collective ideas that [weren’t]
predictable.”Cain,presenting a good
deal of anecdotal evidence, reinforces
the conclusion about the shortcomings
of brainstorming.
I raise this topic because so much of
current pedagogy encourages students
to work in groups and brainstorm.
Group work becomes an efficient (and
cost-effective means) for involving a
class in working together and discussing
a subject.But, as any teacher who has
employed class group work and brain-
storming knows, the activity can quickly
devolve into a social activity or a situa-
tion where one or two participants
dominate while the others (the intro-
verts) remain silent.Cain argues that
good pedagogy must recognize and
accommodate those students who are
more comfortable and more productive
working quietly by themselves.“The
one exception to this,”Cain writes,“is
online brainstorming”where“groups
brainstorming electronically,when
properly managed [my emphasis], do
better than individuals” for the reason
“that participating in an online working
group is a form of solitude all its own.”
This brings us to the role of technology
in pedagogy,which, as Rosen argues in
Rewired, should be expanded.Early in
his treatise,Rosen says that “although
many schools have tried to integrate
technology into the curriculum…
they have gone about it the wrong way.
These kids [the iGeneration] are so
technologically advanced that simple
adaptations to technology and media in
the classroom and school is borrrrrring.”
I’ll agree that kids are technologically
advanced; recently, I noticed that quite
a few BSU students possess tablet com-
puters so, curious about what it offered,
I purchased a tablet. I quickly figured
out how to access my email but found
myself flummoxed by all the apps.
BWDIK? However,on a recent visit,
B4YKI,my almost six-year-old grand-
daughter mastered the tablet (with some
help from her father) and with minimal
EF4T was washing, cutting, styling and
coloring online Barbie’s hair.Rosen
has to be granted his point about
the iGeneration’s immersion in new
electronic technologies.
I must admit to having read bothQuiet
and Rewired on my Kindle. Struck by
how frequently the forms of ‘boring’
appeared in Rewired, I used the Kindle
search function to learn that forms of
the word occurred thirty times.Rosen
considers contemporary students’
attitudes toward school as DDSOS.
Surveying further, I found Rosen used
forms of ‘fun’ and ‘exciting’ twenty-nine
times each.‘Stimulate’ appears eight
times.The language used clearly offers
an insight into Rosen’s pedagogy: tech-
nology is fun and exciting; traditional
pedagogies and methods boring.
In a section he labels “iGeners Like to
Write …On theWeb,”Rosen notes
that “writing online does not take the
traditional form of writing essays with
the formal structure of a thesis para-
graph, main body, and conclusion …
These new texts are not limited to
words; they are not limited by classic
rules of grammar, and they are certainly
not limited to standard page layouts.”
ICBW,but this sounds like setting up
the five-paragraph theme as a straw man
(akin to arguing that graphic novels
aren’t comic books) and then arguing
that the freedom of ‘netspeak’unleashes
hitherto suppressed articulation among
the“mute inglorious Miltons.” It’s
important,however, to highlight
Rosen’s focus on the educational goal.
In 230 pages of text (excluding end-
notes), Rosen uses the terms ‘social
networks’ and’ social networking’141
times. IOW, for Rosen the media has
further transformed education into a
social, not an academic, experience, a
point that hardly needs making to any-
one working in today’s classrooms. I’m
* Glossary
(with thanks to Gianna Papadopoulos,
Text Messaging Lingo, Trafford 2010)
B4YKI . . . . . . .before you know it
BWDIK . . . . . .but what do I know
DDSOS . . . . . .different day same
old stuff
EF4T . . . . . . . .effort
ICBW . . . . . . .I could be wrong
IOW . . . . . . . .in other words
KWIM . . . . . . .knowwhat I mean
LLL . . . . . . . . .LaLaLand
OYO . . . . . . . .on your own
RW . . . . . . . . .real world
SLAP . . . . . . . .sounds like a plan
WAWA . . . . . .where are we at
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no Luddite and have, as noted, culled
the information presented in the last
two paragraphs by using the Kindle
‘search this book’ function,but I sense
that Rosen de-emphasizes the need for
disciplined, formal writing in favor
of a much looser and more social
personal style.
Rewired also looks at student multitask-
ing. Rosen says of iGeners that “they
have mastered the art of multitasking
allowing them to watch television, text
message friends, listen to music, surf the
web, chat on MySpace and Facebook,
watchYouTube videos, and more, all
at the same time.”While he admits
the obvious,namely that young
peoples’multitasking takes the form
of consuming entertainment,mostly in
their bedrooms,Rosen tries to argue
that this immersion in media“suggest[s]
myriad options for new, technologically
based educational models.”When he
gets down to specifics later in the study,
Rosen promotes an online 3-D virtual
world called ‘Second Life’which, among
its many ‘virtual worlds,’ offers a tour of
the Sistine Chapel’s art and architecture
or a tour of Mayan ruins.The visitor
selects an ‘alter-ego,’ an avatar, as a guide
through the selected world, and by
manipulating the guide can move
through the world’s various rooms or
galleries. SLAP.Curious, I decided to
check out Second Life and called up
the site on my laptop.Asked first to
create a password, I said OK,but then
I was asked to enter my birthdate.At this
point I knew I was OYO (or more pre-
cisely, OMO) in LLL since some virtual
worlds offered adult content.Perhaps
not the best way to integrate the
classroom and the bedroom,KWIM?
Cain’s point is well-taken. In the
RW not everything comes to us via a
computer screen.Valuable as the new
technology will certainly prove, it might
be well to recall Paul’s advice to the
Thessalonians:“Study to be quiet, and
to do your own business.”
CharlesAngell is Professor in the English
Department and Book Review Editor of
Bridgewater Review.The above review
constitutes his last contribution to our
faculty magazine.Charlie is retiring from
Bridgewater State.His humor,wisdom,wit,
warmth and generosity of spirit will be
sorely missed by all who know him and by
the readers of these pages.
Photograph by Nina Colombotos.
To Charlie Angell:
a recollection and a toast.
LeeTorda
When I came to Bridgewater to interview twelve years
ago, I thought I had settled on taking a job in Pennsylvania.
I had a good interview that day,but, still, I thought it was
settled.Then Charlie and LeslieAngell took me to dinner.
We drove to Plymouth because that was where Charlie’s
favorite restaurant-of-the-moment was.Dinners during an
academic job search are some of the most socially awkward
experiences you can have.The matter of alcohol is trouble-
some. If you order wine and no one else does,what does
thatmean? Or if you don’t order wine and everyone else
does,what does thatmean? I didn’t have to worry about
this with theAngells because Charlie ordered a nice bottle
of red and a plate of mussels.He poured.We talked about
Leslie’s and Charlie’s son, about my family, about Maine.
I had lived there while I was in school;Charlie still had
family there.A year later Charlie arranged for me to house
sit for that family,mostly so I could have a vacation on the
Maine coast.Charlie helped me shop for a car when my
Honda died. I still use the topographical map he gave me.
But all that was much later.On this night, it was just a per-
fectly nice dinner with people I liked.At one particularly
contented lull in the meal,Charlie cocked his head to the
side and said“I think a second bottle of wine is in order.”
That’s when I knew that I would leave the college and the
little town in Pennsylvania to theAmish, and I would take
Charlie and LeslieAngell and Bridgewater State College.
CharlieAngell has been to me colleague,mentor and
watchdog. I will miss his booming voice and cinnamon
bread,perfect for toasting, and his fine, lovely prose that fills
this space.Here’s to Charlie in his retirement: a second
bottle of wine is most certainly in order.
Sadly, Charlie Angell passed away peacefully at his home in East Bridgewater onWednesday, June 13, 2012, just as this issue was going
to press. Bridgewater Reviewwill honor our long-serving book review editor at a more deserving length in a future issue. For now, we join
with his family and our colleagues across campus in mourning Charlie’s passing and in celebrating the many gifts he gave while he was
among us.— Andy Holman
